Canine parvovirus (CPV) and feline panleukopenia virus (FPV) differ in their ability to infect dogs and dog cells. Canine cell infection is a specific property of CPV and depends on the ability of the virus to bind the canine transferrin receptor (TfR), as well as other unidentified factors. Three regions in the capsid structure, located around VP2 residues 93, 300, and 323, can all influence canine TfR binding and canine cell infection. These regions were compared in the CPV and FPV capsid structures that have been determined, as well as in two new structures of CPV capsids that contain substitutions of the VP2 Asn-93 to Asp and Arg, respectively. The new structures, determined by X-ray crystallography to 3.2 and 3.3 Å resolutions, respectively, clearly showed differences in the interactions of residue 93 with an adjacent loop on the capsid surface. Each of the three regions show small differences in structure, but each appears to be structurally independent of the others, and the changes likely act together to affect the ability of the capsid to bind the canine TfR and to infect canine cells. This emphasizes the complex nature of capsid alterations that change the virus-cell interaction to allow infection of cells from different hosts.
The Parvoviridae are spherical, nonenveloped, Tϭ1 icosahedral viruses that infect a wide range of natural hosts, including humans, monkeys, pigs, dogs, cats, mink, and mice. These viruses cause a variety of serious diseases, especially in the young of the species that they infect. Parvoviral capsids are ϳ260 Å in diameter and encapsidate a single-stranded DNA genome of ϳ5,000 bases. The capsid is assembled from a total of 60 copies of two overlapping structural proteins, VP1 and VP2, where VP1 contains an additional N-terminal domain of 143 amino acid residues in canine parvovirus (CPV) and 227 residues in the human parvovirus B19.
The high-resolution X-ray structures of DNA-containing (full) and empty capsids of several members of the Parvoviridae, as well as those of mutant capsids, have been determined (1-3, 21, 32, 33, 39, 43 ; Y. Tao, M. Agbandje-McKenna, C. R. Parrish, and M. G. Rossmann, unpublished data). The VP2 common region is made up of a core eight-stranded ␤-barrel domain, with two-thirds of the polypeptide sequence being loop insertions between the strands of the ␤-barrel. The loop insertions form elaborate decorations on the surface of the capsids and result in large spike protrusions at or surrounding the icosahedral threefold axes (1, 3, 33, 39, 43) . Other prominent features of the parvoviral capsid include a canyon-like depression that encircles the icosahedral fivefold axes and a dimple-like depression at the twofold axes. Although the conserved ␤-barrel core forms the contiguous parvoviral capsid, surface variations control many biological differences, including tissue tropism, pathogenicity, and antigenicity, both among members and between strains of the same virus (1-3, 5, 33, 43) .
CPV is of particular interest for host range studies since it emerged in the 1970s as a host range variant of feline panleukopenia virus (FPV) (31) . FPV naturally infects cats and some carnivores but not dogs, whereas the original 1978 strain of CPV (CPV type 2) infects dogs and feline cells in vitro but does not infect cats (14, 38) . Within 3 years of first emerging, the CPV type 2 strain was replaced in nature by an antigenically variant strain designated CPV type 2a, which had gained the ability to infect cats (30) . Comparison of the CPV and FPV amino acid sequences showed that they contain several amino acid differences within the overlapping VP1 and VP2 sequences, a number of which determine their tissue tropic phenotype. The amino acid type(s) at VP2 residues 93 and 323 have been shown to be the most important in controlling CPV host range and a CPV-specific antigenic site on the capsids (9, 15) . Residues 80, 564, and 568 are important for efficient viral replication in cats (37, 38) . In addition to these residues that differ between FPV and CPV, surface residues in the "shoulder" region of the threefold spikes adjacent to VP2 residue 300 (the "300 region"), which are the same in the two viruses, also play a role in CPV host range determination (28, 37) . The 300 region is structurally proximal to residues 80, 564, and 568. The high-resolution structures of CPV and two site-directed mutants, CPV-A300D and CPV-N93K (21, 39; Tao et al., unpublished) , and that of FPV (1) shows that small surface differences at or near these capsid amino acids are associated with the observed in vitro tissue tropism and in vivo pathogenic properties of the viruses.
CPV and FPV bind to the feline transferrin receptor (TfR) and use that receptor to infect feline cells (27) . The canine TfR controls the host range for canine cells by binding specifically to CPV but not to FPV capsids (15) . To analyze the effect of the host range controlling amino acids and adjacent regions on receptor binding and canine cell infection, CPV and FPV capsid mutants were prepared with changes at residues 93 and 323, a surface loop adjacent to residue 93 (referred to as loop 2) and in the 300 region (15, 16) . Binding studies with these mutants showed that, in the FPV background, changing both residues 93 and 323 together to Asn (the CPV amino acid type) allowed the virus to bind the canine TfR and infect dog cells but that individual changes of either residue 93 or 323 did not allow either binding or canine cell infection (16) . Canine TfR binding and canine cell infection was also affected by changes in the 300 region, as exemplified by a change of VP2 residue 299 from Gly to Glu and of VP2 residue 300 from Ala to Asp (15, 28) . Interestingly, the CPV type 2a strain contained several amino acid substitutions within and close to the 300 region, including changes of residues 87 (Met to Leu), 300 (Ala to Gly), and 305 (Asp to Tyr) (29, 30, 37) . Thus, in CPV capsids the three different regions that control host range also control canine TfR binding (15, 16, 28) . The capsid regions containing these residues are separated from each other by ca. 20 to 37 Å ( Fig. 1 ) and suggest contact with a large area on the receptor molecule. This possibility is consistent with mutational analysis of the canine and feline TfRs that show that three sites within the apical domains can affect capsid binding and cell infection by CPV and FPV (26) .
Residue 93 also forms a CPV-specific antigenic epitope (9) . In all of the available structures of FPV and in the CPV-N93K mutant structure, the K93 forms two hydrogen bonds with main chain residues in loop 2 (containing residues 222 to 230), and these bonds cannot be formed by the Asn normally found in that position of CPV (1, 32; Tao et al., unpublished) . The K93 residue in CPV-N93K or in the wild-type (wt) FPV changes the topology of this capsid region compared to CPV, pushing loop 2 away from the main chain of residue 93. It has been postulated that the host range effects of residue 93 and its role in a CPV-specific antigenic epitope is due to specific surface properties conferred by the presence of the asparagine residue (1, 16) . We determined here the structures of two additional mutants of CPV-CPV-N93D and CPV-N93R-in order to further define the role(s) of amino acids with different interactive capabilities at position 93 on the functioning of the capsids. The phenotypes of these CPV mutants with respect to host cell binding, infectivity, and antigenicity have been reported elsewhere (16) and were utilized in our discussions. The new mutant structure were also compared to those of several previous structures of wt CPV and FPV capsids, as well as the structures of CPV mutants or of capsids determined under different pH conditions or in the absence of calcium ions (1, 21, 32; Tao et al., unpublished). The results show that small changes in the capsid structure at three separate sites on a raised region likely act together to control interactions with the host receptor and that two of those sites are also recognized by neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) (34) , showing a coincidence between receptor and antibody binding sites in this viral system.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells and viruses. NLFK cells were cultured in a 50% mixture of McCoy's A5 and Leibovitz L15 media with 5% fetal bovine serum. The CPV mutants, CPV-N93D and CPV-N93R, were prepared by site-directed mutagenesis of M13 single-stranded DNA (16) . A fragment from PstI (nucleotide 3059) to EcoRV (nucleotide 40011) was cloned back into the infectious plasmid clones of CPV (29) . Plasmids were sequenced to confirm the changes made and then transfected into NLFK cells to prepare the viruses. Infected cells were harvested, and the virus samples were purified by using polyethylene glycol (PEG) precipitation and sucrose gradient banding as previously described (1) and dialyzed against 20 mM Tris-HCl for crystallization.
Crystallization, X-ray data collection, and processing. Crystals of empty particles of CPV-N93D and full DNA containing particles of CPV-N93R were grown at 20°C with 1% PEG 8000 and 8 mM CaCl 2 in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) by using the sitting-drop vapor diffusion technique. The crystals were cryoprotected with 30% (vol/vol) ethylene glycol and 5% PEG 8000 in 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) containing 8 mM CaCl 2 and then flash frozen in liquid nitrogen vapor prior to data collection. X-ray diffraction data sets for both mutants were collected at the F1 station of the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source. For CPV-N93D, a total of 492 images were collected, from 15 crystals, by using a 0.1-mm-diameter collimator, at a wavelength of ϭ 0.938 Å , on an ADSC Quantum 4 charge-coupled device detector. The crystal-to-detector distance was 300 mm, the oscillation angle was 0.25°, and the exposure time for each image was 60 s. A total of 498 images were collected for CPV-N93R on an ADSC Quantum 210 charge-coupled device detector, with a crystal-to-detector distance of 250 mm, by using a 0.1 mm collimator, with an oscillation angle of 0.25°for each image. The wavelength was 0.950 Å . The diffraction images for both mutants were initially indexed by using the program DENZO, and the cell parameters were further refined by using the program SCALEPACK (25) . Interestingly, CPV-N93D and CPV-N93R each crystallized in different crystal systems, neither of which was isomorphous with those of previous CPV or FPV crystals (1, 32, 40) . CPV-N93D crystallized in a monoclinic C2 space group, with the unit cell parameters a ϭ 440.448, b ϭ 246.814, c ϭ 443.877 Å and ␤ ϭ 93.54°, whereas CPV-N93R was in an orthorhombic P212121 space group, with the unit cell parameters a ϭ 372.417, b ϭ 373.017, c ϭ 377.084 Å (see Table 1 for data statistics). The calculated Matthews coefficients (22) were 3.0 Å 3 /Da for CPV-N93D and 3.3 Å 3 /Da for CPV-N93R, corresponding to solvent contents of 57.5 and 61%, respectively. Both mutant crystal forms had one particle present in their asymmetric unit. The observed intensities for each mutant were integrated, scaled, and reduced by using the HKL suite programs DENZO and SCALE-PACK (25) and converted into structure factor amplitudes by using the CCP4 program TRUNCATE (8) . Both data sets were scaled to 3.2 Å (CPV-N93D) and 3.3 Å (CPV-N93R) resolution with R sym of 14.3% (61.2% completeness) and 13.1% (70.5% completeness), respectively. The data collection and processing statistics are presented in Table 1 .
Structure solution and refinement. The structures of CPV-N93D and CPV-N93R were determined by the molecular replacement method with the CCP4 program AMoRe (24) by using the coordinates of the FPV VP2 (PDB: 1C8E) (32) as a search model. A self-rotation function was calculated for CPV-N93D and CPV-N93R by using the GLRF program (35) to verify that the five-, three-, and twofold axes were consistent with icosahedral symmetry. The FPV VP2 model was expanded to 60 subunits in a standard orientation by using icosahedral symmetry operators and used to calculate structure factors in the 10-to 5-Å resolution range for cross-rotation and translation function calculations in AMoRe. The highest peak obtained for the cross-rotation function was used in a translation function calculation. The translation search was carried out by using the structure factor correlation-coefficient function as a key parameter in the AMoRe program, which gave a clear highest peak with a correlation coefficient (CC) of 56.4% and an R-factor (⌺ hkl ͉ ͉F o ͉Ϫ͉F c ͉ ͉/⌺ hkl ͉F o ͉) of 36.8% for CPV-N93D and a CC of 59.0% and an R-factor of 35.2% for CPV-N93R. A further rigid-body refinement was carried out with the FITING function in AMoRe, which improved the CC to 67.1% and the R-factor to 32.0% for CPV-N93D and the CC to 69.6% and the R-factor to 30.6% for CPV-N93R. The FPV particle was then rotated and translated into the unit cells of the mutants according to the final solutions obtained, with an orientation, in Eulerian angles, of 353.94, 50.05, and 308.08°and a fractional coordinate position of 0.2353, 0.000, and 0.2488 for CPV-N93D and an orientation, in Eulerian angles, of 155.35, 72.65, and 205.59°a nd a fractional coordinate position of 0.4967, 0.0025, and 0.4949 for CPV-N93R. The models were improved by iterative cycles of refinement and rebuilding, constrained with 60-fold noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS) operators generated by the CNS program (7). The correctly oriented and positioned models of CPV-N93D and CPV-N93R were subjected to rigid-body refinement with the CNS program (7) for all reflections up to a 4-Å resolution, resulting in R-factors of 0.29 and 0.26, respectively. Further crystallographic refinement, with all data to 3.2 and 3.3 Å resolutions for CPV-N93D and CPV-N93R, respectively, included simulated annealing (at 2,000 K) with torsion angle molecular dynamics, restrained individual B-factor refinement, conjugate gradient minimization, and bulk solvent correction against the maximum-likelihood target function. The model was examined at each cycle of the refinement by visual inspection of the (17, 18) . Several cycles of refinement (using all reflections) and model rebuilding were performed until the R-factor for the model could not be improved any further. During the final stages of refinement solvent water molecules were incorporated into the model only if they were at hydrogen bond-forming distances from the appropriate protein atoms. 2F o -F c maps were also used to check the consistency in the peaks. To improve the quality of the density maps for model rebuilding, molecular averaging was carried out by using the CNS program, with 60 NCS operators. The initial NCS-averaging mask covering one VP2 monomer and the solvent-flattening mask, also covering one VP2 monomer, was generated with the CNS program. The CPV-N93D and CPV-N93R structure models were refined to final R-factors of 0.252 (R free ϭ 0.253) (6) and 0.200 (R free ϭ 0.202), respectively ( Table 2 ). The stereochemistry of the refined structures was analyzed by using PRO-CHECK (19) , which showed no residues in disallowed regions of the Ramachandran plot. Final refinement statistics are given in Table 2 . The atomic coordinates of the capsid mutants have been deposited (1P5w and 1P5y) in the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org). Figures were generated with several combined uses of BOBSCRIPT (11) and Raster3D (23) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we report the structures of mutants of the CPV type 2 strain containing substitutions of VP2 residue 93 from Asn to Asp (CPV-N93D) and Arg (CPV-N93R), determined to 3.2-and 3.3-Å resolutions, respectively, by using molecular replacement. Although these capsids each differed at only one amino acid position in their primary sequence, they crystallized in different space groups under the same crystallization condition, a feature of the parvoviruses that suggests that many different crystallization contacts can be made between the capsids (1, 32) .
The C␣ backbones of wt CPV, wt FPV, and the two mutant CPVs could be superimposed onto each other with a rootmeans-square deviation (RMSD) of Ͻ0.5 Å (Fig. 2) . However, some of the surface loop regions connecting the strands that form the core capsid showed differences of Ն1.0 Å (Fig. 2) . The most disparate regions were on the wall of the depression spanning the icosahedral twofold axes of the capsids that showed variation of up to 5 Å between CPV and FPV and also within the flexible top of the ␤-ribbon forming the cylindrical channels at the icosahedral fivefold axes (Fig. 2) . Both of these regions represent highly flexible structures, with high B-factors during refinement (7), and residues with values Ͼ50 Å 2 were omitted. The differences at the twofold axes have been discussed elsewhere (1, 32) . The fivefold differences appear to be related to whether the capsids contain DNA (full) or are empty since the two structures containing DNA, CPV, and CPV-N93R showed the smallest difference (ϳ1.5 Å ), whereas variation of that structure in CPV and the empty capsid structures of FPV and CPV-N93D were up to 4.0 and 3.5 Å , respectively. The reasons for this difference in the VP2 topology at the fivefold axis is not completely clear but may be associated with the exposure of N-terminal peptides of VP2 and of the 5Ј end of the viral DNA in full capsids, which are predicted to pass through the channel at the fivefold axis (3, 39). Thus, it is possible that full capsids are "open" at their fivefold axes because they have undergone a conformational change to enable genomic DNA entry and exposure of the VP2 N termini, whereas empty capsids remain "closed."
The new CPV mutant structures were compared to those of the wt CPV type 2 and FPV capsids previously determined at neutral or acidic pH or with Ca 2ϩ ions removed (32), as well as to the structures of a CPV-A300D mutant (21) and a CPV-N93K mutant (Tao et al., unpublished). The structures are interpreted in light of the functional differences between the highly homologous CPV and FPV, and with the mutants, including changes in canine TfR binding, canine cell infectivity, and the reactivity with anti-capsid antibodies (9, 16, 26, 34) .
Variation in the capsid structure due to differences of residue 93. Residue 93 is a critical determinant that affects canine TfR binding, host range for canine cells, and reactivity with CPV-specific antibodies (16, 34) . The structural differences between the surfaces of the capsids of CPV and FPV and the two CPV mutants in the vicinity of residue 93 were relatively small. There were differences in the electron densities of the side chains for residue 93 (Fig. 3 and 4) . The capsid structure of each virus showed a distinct location for the side chain of residue 93 (Fig. 4 ) and its interactions with neighboring residues, and also a small displacement (ϳ1 Å ) in the surrounding loop 2 in FPV and in the CPV mutants compared to wt CPV. The amino group of the K93 side chain in FPV forms two hydrogen bonds with the backbone carbonyl oxygen atoms of residues T225 and G227 in the adjacent loop 2 of the same VP2 monomer, whereas the shorter N93 side chain in CPV did not form equivalent bonds (Fig. 4) (1). In the CPV-N93R capsid, one of the terminal amino groups of the longer Arg side chain is able to form a single hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl oxygen of residue G227 (Fig. 4) . In the CPV-N93D capsid, the Asp side chain that is the same length as the Asn in the wt virus is clearly associated with electron density (assigned as a water molecule) that was also coordinated by the main chain carbonyl of residue T225 ( Fig. 3 and 4) . This density has been modeled as a water molecule as that was the most consistent with B-factor refinement parameters, although it might be a Ca 2ϩ ion that was present at 8 mM in the crystallization solution.
The small displacement (ϳ1 Å ) in the surface region compared to the wt CPV capsid (Fig. 4) was also seen in both the
FIG. 2. Superimposition of the backbone atoms of CPV (gray), FPV (blue), CPV-N93D (red), and CPV-N93R (green)
. These color designations for the four capsid structures are used, respectively, in Fig. 4 , 5, and 6. The icosahedral twofold (filled oval), threefold (filled triangle), and fivefold (filled pentagon) axes are shown. Positions of amino acids involved in host range determination between CPV and FPV that differ (80, 93, 323, 564, and 568) or are the same type (299, 300, 387, and 389) are shown for a VP2 monomer of CPV in gray and magenta, respectively.
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CPV-N93K mutant structure (Tao et al., unpublished) and in the structure of FPV that was determined at low pH and without Ca 2ϩ ions (32) . In both cases this was due to the same lysine interaction with loop 2 as was seen for the wt FPV (32; Tao et al., unpublished). The C␣ positions of various FPV structures (FPV at pH 6.2; FPV crystallized without Ca 2ϩ at pH 7.5, and FPV crystallized with Ca 2ϩ at pH 7.5) (32) differ only slightly from the wt FPV, with a shift of ϳ0.5 Å at the C␣ position of residue K93 and ϳ0.7 Å at the top of loop 2. The CPV-A300D and low-pH CPV structures are similar to wt CPV in this capsid region (21, 32) , with Ca positions for N93 within 0.37 Å . Thus, substitutions in CPV with Lys, Arg, and Asp at position 93 all resulted in similar topologies in the capsid structures that differ from that of the wt CPV (Fig. 4) . In these CPV structures there is a small depression or gap on the surface of the capsid at the tip of the threefold spike between loops 1 and loop 2 due to the lack of interaction between the N93 side chain and the neighboring loop 2 ( Fig. 3  and 4) . No depression is present in FPV or in the CPV-N93D, CPV-N93R, or CPV-N93K (Tao et al., unpublished) mutant structures, and the structural differences in the two new mutant structures appear due to the changes in the interacting properties of the substituted residues at position 93.
The N93D and N93R changes had two major effects on capsid binding properties. They reduced binding to the canine TfR and also to CPV-specific MAbs (15, 16) , likely by changing the interactions of those molecules with the exposed surface of the capsid. This suggests that the canine TfR and antibody both make a contact with the Asn side chain on the wt CPV capsid that is partially or completely inhibited by the FPV K93 or by the CPV mutant substitutions at position 93. The effects of the CPV N93D and N93R mutations on binding may be due to the need for the receptor or the MAb to insert into the small depression that is present in the capsid between N93 and loop 2 in wt CPV (Fig. 3) . However, CPV mutants N93A and N93V, with side chains that would occupy less space than the N93 in wt CPV, create a larger gap in the surface, and these mutants also showed reduced binding to the canine TfR and CPV specific MAbs (16) . Another possibility is that the small change in the position of loop 2 is responsible for that decreased receptor and antibody binding. However, when mutants CPV-N93A or CPV-N93V mutants (16) chains were examined, these mutants also showed changes in antibody binding. These side chains would be unable to engage in the type of hydrogen bonding interactions observed in FPV and CPV-N93D and CPV-N93R mutants and thus would not be expected to affect the location of loop 2. The role(s) of residue 93 and the loop 2 region (Fig. 4 ) in receptor and antibody binding was also examined in parallel studies by mutational analysis of CPV residues in the loop 2 region, with the changes G224E, G224R, and P229A (16) . Although these changes did not dramatically affect canine cell infection, they did prevent binding of antibodies that normally recognize this antigenic site (designated site "A") (16, 34) . Those loop 2 mutants also showed that the "A" antigenic site could be divided into two regions, with one epitope recognized by the CPV-specific antibodies that are strongly affected by the structure around residue 93 and closely adjacent mutations (G224E and G224R). A second epitope recognized by certain CPV-FPV common antibodies was only affected by a CPV-H222Y substitution, which did not affect the binding of the CPVspecific antibodies.
Combined effects of mutations on receptor binding and canine cell infection. We have shown in previous studies that substitutions in three capsid regions, defined by VP2 residue 93, the region around residue 300, and residue 323 can cause differences in both canine TfR binding and canine cell infection by the viruses (15, 16) . In an FPV background changes of both residue Lys-93 to Asn and Asp-323 to Asn are required be introduced together to give that virus the ability to bind the canine TfR, and neither of these changes alone affects canine TfR binding or cell infection (16) . However, these residues are separated by ϳ20 Å in the structure (Fig. 1 ). There are a number of possible explanations for the need for the coordinated changes; the two changes may each independently affect binding of the virus to the same ligand, or it may be that the change of residue 323 is required to compensate for a longrange structural effect induced by the substitution of residue 93.
The possibility of long-range effects have been suggested in studies of the parvovirus minute virus of mice (MVM), where mutations in the host range and pathogenicity determining residues could be complemented by forward selected changes (3) of residues that were distant in primary sequence but were relatively proximal in the structure (3) . In that case the compensatory mutations could act together to affect the interaction of the capsid with a host cell factor that determined tissue tropism (3).
When we examined the structures of CPV, FPV, CPV-N93D, and CPV-N93R around amino acid position 93, there were no significant effects seen beyond those of the immediately adjacent loop 2 (Fig. 4) . Residue 323 is situated ϳ20 Å away from residue 93 in the capsid structures, and the C␣ of the Asn or Asp at position 323 in wt CPV and its mutants or in FPV, respectively, were superimposable in all of the structures (Fig. 5) . However, both terminal oxygens of the D323 in FPV are able to form hydrogen bonding interactions with terminal amino groups in residues R377 and R397 in a threefold symmetry-related VP2 contact region (Fig. 5) . The terminal oxygens of the N323 residue in CPV, CPV-N93D, and CPV-N93R are also able to hydrogen bond with a terminal amino group of R397 but do not interact with residue R377. The effect of pH and Ca 2ϩ binding on the CPV and FPV structures of the capsid region containing residue 323 have been extensively discussed elsewhere (32) . Residues R377 and R397 do not differ between FPV and CPV, and both residues control the ability of the viruses to interact with sialic acid residues in erythrocytes during hemagglutination of red blood cells (36) . Thus, the intramolecular interactions between these residues and 323 most likely directly affect the contact between the capsids of CPV and FPV and the canine TfR, rather than acting to compensate for the changes of residue 93.
Mutational analysis and binding experiments identified a third region in the capsid structure that affects canine TfR binding (15, 16) , and this was seen in studies which showed that the change in CPV of VP2 residue 299 from Gly to Glu resulted in the virus losing the ability to bind the canine TfR (15) . CPV and FPV mutants with changes in residues 93 and 323 (16) also revealed the involvement of a third region determining canine TfR binding. This was seen in FPV, where both residues 93 and 323 had to be changed to the CPV sequences to achieve canine TfR binding, whereas the reciprocal double mutant of CPV (CPV-N93K/N323D) did not completely lose the ability to bind the canine TfR. Candidates for residues causing these secondary effects on TfR binding are in the 300 region and, in particular, the CPV to FPV differences observed at residues 80 (Arg to Lys), 564 (Ser to Asn), and 568 (Gly to Ala), which have previously also been implicated in feline tropism (37, 38) . These residues, although distant from one another in the primary sequence, are clustered together in icosahedrally symmetry-related molecules within the shoulder region of the threefold spike of the capsid ( Fig. 1 and 6 ), close to the VP2 residues such as Gly-299, which had a strong effect on canine TfR binding and canine cell infection when changed to a Glu (15) . CPV and FPV show small structural differences in both the main chains and the side chains of amino acids in these intertwining loops (Fig. 6 ) and also show differences of up to 1.4 Å between CPV and FPV in a neighboring surface loop from residues 387 to 394, which contains no amino acid sequence variations between the viruses (Fig. 6) . Previous mutational analyses of two residues in this loop, K387 and T389, in which both residues were changed to an Ala, resulted in a nonviable CPV phenotype (28) . The side chains of these residues appear to form hydrogen-bonding interactions with E298 in the wt CPV structure, CPV-N93D and CPV-N93R (Fig. 6 ). In the FPV capsid structure, E298 is only able to form a hydrogen bond with K387 because of the altered conformation of this loop region (Fig. 6B) . Another difference between CPV and FPV is seen at residue 564, where the terminal oxygen of the Ser side chain is able to form a hydrogen bond with E298 in CPV and the Asn in FPV is not (Fig. 6B) . In all of the available CPV and FPV structures, residue 568, situated approximately in the center of this cluster of 300 region residues, is ϳ36 and ϳ37 Å distant from residues 93 and 323, respectively (Fig. 1) . The single change of Gly-299 to Glu in CPV inhibits canine TfR binding by itself (15) , and no obvious structural interaction can be detected between the various capsids at this residue (Fig. 6A) at the resolution of the solved structures. This indicates that there are direct interactions between the 300 region of the capsid (Fig. 6A ) and the canine TfR that are independent of both residues 93 and 323. Thus, it appears that several small changes of the viral surface occurring as result of multiple side chain and main chain differences of CPV mutant and FPV capsid structures all act together to determine virus binding to the canine TfR and control viral host range.
Control of viral host range and antibody binding. How do these distinct structural regions of the capsid affect the host cell receptor binding and canine host range? All of the mutant capsids generated thus far still infect feline cells and appear to bind the feline TfR, showing that the specific interaction with the canine TfR involves residues that are not important for the feline TfR binding. Comparison of the amino acid sequences of the canine and feline TfRs and the mapping of residues onto the available human TfR structure shows that the receptors differ in ϳ10% of their amino acid sequence and that capsid binding is determined by the apical domain of the receptor (20, 26) . Recombination and mutational mapping of the specific sequences of the canine and feline TfRs shows that three separate sequences within the apical domain can all affect virus binding (26) . Since the apical domain of the human TfR is large enough to interact simultaneously with all three different regions of the capsid that affect canine TfR binding (4, 20) , it is possible that the three positions in the capsid discussed here are all involved in separate receptor-capsid interactions. These observations indicate that the emergence from FPV of CPV as a successful canine pathogen required a series of changes in the feline virus to accommodate the differences between the canine and feline TfR structures. Subsequently, the emergence and rapid selection of the CPV type 2a virus included changes of several other positions near the shoulder of the threefold spike (i.e., VP2 residues 87, 300, and 305), and these changes increased the efficiency of infection of cells expressing the canine TfR (15) . Previous analyses of parvoviral capsid determinants of tissue tropism and host range have suggested that restriction between highly homologous strains such as CPV and FPV and between MVMi and MVMp occur after cell binding but before viral genome transcription (3, 13) . Our further examination of the cell and receptor interactions of CPV and FPV indicates that their host range differences are due to direct contact with host cell receptor molecules. Thus, the identification of the canine and feline TFRs as the infectious cell receptors for CPV and FPV continues to provide a means for relating the surface property differences for these viral capsids to receptor interactions that determine tropism. To reconcile a block in cell infection after entry but before genome replication with the model where the receptor contacts these regions of the capsid that differ between CPV and FPV, the receptor-virus interaction on the cell surface must initiate specific conformational changes required for permissive interaction. In infection with mutant capsids or of nonpermissive cells, the required structural rearrangements are disabled, although the exact point of the blockage is still unknown.
Two of the regions affecting receptor binding are also major binding sites for neutralizing antibodies, since the antigenic sites A and B (34) coincide with the regions around residue 93 and 300. The coincidence of receptor and antibody binding sites has been observed for other viruses, including foot-andmouth-disease virus, equine rhinitis A virus, and rhinovirus (see, for example, references 10, 12, 41, and 42), in which antigenic variation could occur while the virus retained the ability to bind the host receptor. This is also the case for CPV and FPV, for which antigenic variation in both the A and the B antigenic sites has been seen in nature or after selection of MAb neutralization escape mutants, whereas the virus retained the ability to bind the feline or canine TfR and infect cells (15, 16) .
The natural adaptation of a virus to a new host is a very rare event, suggesting that there are high barriers that prevent viruses from gaining the ability to infect and spread naturally in hosts to which they are not adapted. The emergence of CPV as a new pathogen of dogs is one of only a few contemporary examples of this type of viral emergence. Our analysis, reported here and elsewhere (15, 16) , indicates that the adaptation involved a series of small but specific changes of the capsid surface that enabled it to bind the canine TfR and to use it to efficiently infect dog cells. We are now seeking to understand the mechanisms by which the capsid-receptor interaction leads to cell infection and the role of the different structures in controlling the process.
